
Waves I EE241 Autumn 2005–2006

Len Tyler Oct. 5, 2005

Problem Set #2

Due Date: October 14, 2005, (Submit in class, or Packard 331 before 4:30 PM).

Reading Assignment:

“Reader” Chapters 1-3 and 18 (pp. 5ff)

E&H Sections 4.7 and 5.1-5.3

Problems:

1. Phasor Notation [10 points]

Transform the following wave functions from real notation to phasor notation or vice versa as men-

tioned. [4+2+4 points]

(a) f (x,y, t) = A cos(ωt−kx)+B sin(ωt +ky) (To phasor notation)

(b) f (x, t) = 4ejkx− j 3e− jkx (To real notation)

(c) f (x,y,z, t) = B sin(kxx−kyy+kzz−ωt) (To phasor notation)

2. Plane Acoustic Waves [20 points]

(a) Show that the sound wave specified by

p(r , t) = pmexp( j(wt−k · r))

satisfies the wave equation

∂ 2p
∂x2 +

∂ 2p
∂y2 +

∂ 2p
∂z2 =

1
c2

∂ 2p
∂ t2

and constitutes a plane wave traveling in the direction of the vector wave numberk. [6 points]

(b) Find an expression for the particle displacementξ and velocityξ̇ in the wave. [7 points]

(c) Show that the wave is irrotational. [4 points]

(d) Justify the use of the term “longitudinal” in referring to a plane sound wave. [3 points]

3. Sound Decisions [20 points]

Marine wildlife activists successfully stopped an oceanographic research experiment in Monterrey Bay

several years ago, claiming that the experiment’s 190 dB sound source would harass or kill “half a

million dolphins.” Now, intensity (P) is measured using a different scale underwater:

P dB(inwater) = 20log
p0

1×10−6Pa

where the pressurep0 is measured in Pa.
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(a) Assuming pressure in water is roughly equivalent to pressure in air, what would the intensity (P)

of this sound source be in air? (Recall thatP dB (in air) = 20log p0
2×10−5Pa

.) [5 points]

(b) What is the displacement amplitude (ξ0) and mean power level for a 200 Hz sinusoudal source at

190 dB? Take the propagation speed of the sound wave in water as 1540 m/s and the density of

water as 1000 kg/m3. [7 points]

(c) Were the activists justified? [No points, but maybe a consulting position for Greenpeace.]

(d) The energy transmitted by a wave is non-uniform; in a sinusoidal wave the energy travels in

pulses. What is the longitudinal distance between peaks of consecutive pulses of energy for a

wave at the given frequency? (Give your answer in terms of both wavelength and in meters.) [3

points]

(e) What are the particle velocities (magnitude and direction) at these points of peak energy for the

190 dB wave? [5 points]

4. Ideal Gas and Velocity of Sound [20 points]

(a) Show that an ideal gas has an isothermal bulk modulus B = P when it obeys Boyle’s law PV =

constant, where P is pressure and V is volume. [5 points]

(b) Calculate the velocity of acoustic waves in air assuming air is an ideal isothermal gas at standard

atmospheric temperature and pressure. [5 points]

(c) For rapid changes in volume, the temperature changes in the gas do not have time to equalize.

The ideal gas then obeys the adiabatic equation PVγ = constant, whereγ is a constant. Show then

that the adiabatic bulk modulus is B =γP. [5 points]

(d) Calculate the velocity of acoustic waves in air assuming air is an ideal adiabatic gas at standard

temperature and pressure. Which value is correct and why? [5 points]

5. Smart experiment [25 points]

Mike Slackenerny, a PhD student at the Stanford EE department plans an elaborate experiment to

measure the speed of light in free space. He plans to do this by transmitting a plane wave of known

frequency and measuring the field strengths in a controlled region to determine the wavelength. More

precisely, he plans to determine the wavelength by finding physical distances between the consecutive

maxima/minima in the field measurements (assume such an apparatus exists). Like all typical Stan-

ford students (being lazy), he carelessly loses track of the actual direction in which the plane wave is

propagating and faces the prospect of spending another couple of days in rearranging his apparatus and

recalibrating them. He soon realizes, however, that he can circumvent this problem by making a finite

number of measurements in random directions and making some simple observations.

(a) What is the minimum number of measurements that Mike must make to solve the problem?
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(b) Explain in your own words, a possible method to determine the exact wavelength of light being

transmitted and the direction in which the wave is propagating. (Please break your answer down

into steps for ease of correction).
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